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Prom Catalog
Customizing your prom should be fun and easy!  The Prom Catalog is designed to allow you and your prom committee 
to truly customize your prom while letting professional designers handle the contacts and relationships with your 
vendors.  This allows you a more stress-free and worry-free experience as you plan.  With the Prom Catalog, you can 
select unique entertainment, customize your decor and centerpieces, and create stunning visual effects that will make 
your prom stand out!  You also have the option to add on other exciting components to enhance your special night.

Prom Planning Guide
The Prom Planning Guide is a comprehensive guide designed to help you plan the ultimate prom.  There are many details 
and components that can get easily overlooked, but with the help of this guide, you will be sure to stay on track as you 
plan an unforgettable night.  This 20-page guide provides detailed information on creating a budget, understanding 
contracts, marketing and promoting your prom, and orchestrating the logistics and operations.  The guide also includes a 
12-month meeting schedule for you and your prom committee.   

Prom Package
Dapper Event Design & Production's  Prom Package is an all-inclusive and customizable package for your one-of-a-kind 
prom, giving you and your prom committee greater freedom to focus on the fun elements of planning a prom.  With help 
from Dapper’s professional designers, you will be guided through the planning process to ensure that your ideas come to 
life!  The Prom Package includes both the Prom Catalog for the creative and fun aspects of customizing your prom, as well 
as the Prom Planning Guide for a more detailed look at how to successfully plan and execute your memorable night!  

Price:  $6500

+
Includes:



Customizing your prom should be fun and easy!  The Prom Catalog is 
designed to allow you and your prom committee to truly customize your 
prom while letting professional designers handle the contacts and rela-
tionships with your vendors.  This allows you a more stress-free and 
worry-free experience as you plan.  With the Prom Catalog, you can 
select unique entertainment, customize your decor and centerpieces, 
and create stunning visual effects that will make your prom stand out!  
You also have the option to add on other exciting components to 
enhance your special night.

STEP 1 Choose 2 Entertainment Types

STEP 2 Choose 1 Centerpiece Concept

STEP 3 Choose 1 Visual Effect

STEP 4 Choose Any Additional Options
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Explosive Comedy Magic
Magic is an exciting option to add to your prom!  Whether it is some clean comedy 
entertainment or special close-up magic for your guests, John Fitzsimmons is an award-winning 
entertainer that can create a customized show for your prom.  Leave your guests in awe!

Entertainment is the most important part of any prom and Dapper Event Design & 
Production can help you choose the perfect entertainment that will keep your 
guests in awe!  Choose 3 of the following entertainment options from the list below 
to turn your prom into an unforgettable party!

Entertainment
Step Entertainment is the most important part of any prom and Dapper Event Design & 

Production can help you choose the perfect entertainment that will keep your 
guests in awe!  Choose 2 of the following entertainment options from the list below 
to turn your prom into an unforgettable party!

Caricature Artist
Give your prom guests an original party favor with a caricature artist drawing!  Caricature artists are 
a popular entertainment option where you instantly create a fun atmostphere for your guests and 
they will leave with a memorable keepsake.

Entertainment
Step

2Step 1 - Entertainment
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Dancers
Liven up your prom with some energetic dancers!  Whtether it’s extravagant samba dancers for a 
Mardi Gras theme, belly dancing for an Arabian Night, or Flappers for a Great Gatsby prom, 
adding dancers to your night will certainly make it an unforgettable evening.  

Costumed Performers
Bring your prom theme to life with characters and costumed performers.  These performers can 
interact with your guests and can include mermaids, priates, fairytale characters, celebrity 
impersonators, and many other roaming entertainment options!  

1
GIF Booth
This all-digital, stationary, open-air GIF booth draws guests like a moth to a flame with its giant LED 
ring light!  With this unique and interactive GIF booth, your guests can create their own classic 
GIFs, Boomerang GIFs, or Still photos.  Brand your GIFs with your prom theme or logos so that 
your guests can instantly share the GIFs and photos to their phone, email, and social media.



Portable Cinema
Movies bring people together! The portable cinema provides your guests with entertainment 
beyond the dance floor. Nearly anything can be projected onto the screen, including movies, 
slideshows, and music videos. Imagine projecting a silent black and white film at your Classic 
Hollywood prom, or a popular 80's Brat Pack movie at your decade-themed prom. Add a custom 
lounge to create a cozy space around the big screen.

Custom Snapchat Filter
Share your big night through social media with a custom Shapchat Geofilter!  You can either design 
your own filter to match your theme or you can have one created for you.  The Geofilter will be set 
and ready for all your guests to use so they can share their memorable night.  

Photo Booth
Make your prom memorable with the newest high-tech, interactive photo booth.  The photo booth 
allows you to customize your background using green-screen technology and you can tailor the 
props to fit your theme.  You can instantly upload your photos to your favorite social media sites, 
send photos directly to your phone, or receive unlimited prints.

Giant Games
Relive some of your favorite childhood games with your friends!  A giant game area is the perfect 
entertainment option to give guests a break from the dance floor without letting the party die.  These 
games can be a great addition to your prom night and work well both indoors and out!
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Cirque Performers
You are sure to impress your guests with unique cirque performers!  Stilt walkers, hoop artists, or a 
contortionist can entertain your guests and help complete your eleborate prom theme.  The Dapper 
Design Team can help you find the perfect performer to wow your guests!



Glow Party
Foam glow sticks are a fun way to add some color and energy to the dance floor!  These large glow 
sticks are battery operated and have different light and color settings, letting you choose your color 
and glow effect!  You can even customize your glow sticks with custom printing.

Henna and Airbrush Tattoos
Looking for a different type of entertainment?  Body art is one of the most popular novelty items.  
From henna to glitter tattoos, not only is body art entertaining, but your guests can take away a small 
memory at the end of night.  Body art is non-toxic, safe on the skin, and can last up to a week!
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Musicians
There is nothing like a live band  to liven things up at your prom!   The Dapper Design Team can help 
you find a musician to fit your theme whether its an elegant string quartet, a smooth jazz band, or a 
dynamic Brazilian drum troupe.  Add a unique atmosphere for your guests as they make an entrance 
to your prom!

Inflatables
Create an over-the-top night by adding an inflatable for your guests to enjoy!  Choose bounce 
houses, slides, interactive games, or obstacle course routes that will keep your guests laughing and 
will “inflate” your guests’ exper
*Note: some venues may require additional permitting fees

Living Statues
Living statues offer theatrical engagement as well as a fun surprise factor for your prom guests! You 
can choose from an extensive range of characters that fit with your prom theme.  Living statues can 
incorporate elements of mime, comedy, and interaction to keep your guests entertained throughout 
the night!



Submerged 
Floral

Great For:
Tropical Themes

Under the Sea
Color Themes

Garden Themes
Asian Themes

Geometric
Shapes

Great For:
Destination Themes

Garden Themes
Love Themes

Fairy-Tale Themes
Whimsical Themes

Floral
Great For:

Destination Themes
Fairy-Tale Themes

Color Themes
Garden Themes

Love Themes
Tropical Themes

Enchanted Themes

Crystals
Great For:
Era Themes
Hollywood

Glamour Themes
Whimsical Themes
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Manzanita
Branches

Great For:
Whimsical Themes

Tropical Themes
Under the Sea

Enchanted Themes
Graden Themes

Centerpieces are the perfect way to add little details that will make your prom special. 
Choose 1 centerpiece concept from the categories below.  Once you have selected 
your centerpiece concept, you have the opportunity to work with the Dapper Design 
Team to customize your 10 centerpieces.  Centerpieces can be customized to work 
with your color scheme, theme, and style.  We will help you make it one-of-a-kind!

Customizable Centerpieces
Step2



Submerged 
Floral

Great For:
Tropical Themes

Under the Sea
Color Themes

Garden Themes
Asian Themes

Ostrich
Feathers

Great For:
Vintage Themes

Era Themes
Whimsical Themes

Alice In Wonderland
Carnival
Vegas

Candy 
Great For:
Candyland

Masquerade
Carnival

Whimsical Themes

LED
Spheres

Great For:
Glow Themes
Neon Themes

Mardi Gras
Color Themes

Candles
Great For:

Casino
Western Themes
Paradise Themes

Destination Themes
Arabian Themes

Asian Themes
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Succulents
Great For:

Garden Themes
Destination Themes
Fairy-Tale Themes
Tropical Themes

Love Themes
Enchanted Themes



Lanterns
Great For:

Destination Themes
Garden Themes

Love Themes
Fairy-Tale Themes
Whimsical Themes

Asian Themes

Shells
Great For:

Destination Themes
Beach Themes

Tropical Themes
Under the Sea

Candelabras
Great For:

Fairy-Tale Themes
Love Themes

Garden Themes
Whimsical Themes

Arabian Themes

Garlands
Great For:

Destination Themes
Fairy-Tale Themes

Garden Themes
Love Themes

Tropical Themes
Enchanted Themes
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Custom
Don’t see a centerpiece that fits 
your theme?  Let us know and 

we will create a completely 
unique centerpiece for your 

prom night!



Uplighting
Uplighting will wow your guests by transforming your venue and adding ambiance.  Up-lights are a 
series of freestanding light fixtures that are placed on or near the floor to illuminate upward toward 
a wall, ceiling, or beam.  There are many color options to fit and complement any theme and they 
can be placed virtually anywhere! 

Fog Effects
While there are many ways to create a unique ambiance for your prom, there is nothing like the 
ambiance created by fog!  Fog can be used to produce a heavenly, mysterious, or whimsical 
atmosphere for your guests.  It also allows you to get the most out of your lights by showing the 
beams of light shooting through the air.  

Pipe & Drape
Pipe and drape backdrops are a great way to add elegance to your night.  It can also be used to 
mask any areas that may take away from your prom.  The height of the pipe and drape can be 
adjusted  and you can also add uplighting to change the color of the drapes to match your theme.

8Step 3 - Visual Effects

Visual effects are the easiest way to turn your prom into an unforgettable party!  
Choose 1 visual effect option from the list below.  The Dapper Design Team will make 
sure your visual effects complement and enhance your prom theme.

Visual Effects
Step3

Lighting Effects
Lighting effects can be used to create a special experience for your guests.  These lights can be
projected onto walls, ceilings, or dance floor for a truly unique look.  Choose from water effects, 
fire effects, starry night effects, disco light effects, or black light effects.

Monogram Lighting
Monogram lighting is the perfect way to add a personal touch to your prom.  Put your school 
name, logo, artwork, a special message, or anything else in lights!  The Dapper Design Team can 
even help you create your custom design.

Portofino Lighting
Portifino lighting is a great way to illuminate a dance floor, lounge area, or dining area both 
indoors and out!  It can light up large areas while still creating a charming ambiance.  Receive up 
to 400 feet of portifino lighting with delivery and setup included!



Contemporary Lounge
A comfortable and unique lounge can turn your prom into an extraordinary experience.  The 
Dapper Design Team will help you plan the best layout and design based on your space, creating 
the perfect addition to any prom theme.

Ultimate Dance Floor Lighting
The most popular additional option for proms is the Ultimate Dance Floor Lighting!  Create the 
ultimate visual experience with state-of-the-art lighting technology and rigging.  Surround your 
dance floor with truss towers complete with moving lights.  TV monitors can also be added to the 
towers to display slideshows, logos, or photos.

Dance Floor
A dance floor can help define your event area and your choice of flooring can transform your 
prom into a party.  Selecting from white, black, or wood options, your dance floor can be pieced 
together to accommodate any number of guests.

9Step 4 - Extras

Dapper Event Design & Production offers many additional options at an extra cost to 
further customize your prom experience.  Contact the Dapper Design Team today for 
pricing.

Additional Options
Step4

Tables, Linens, Chairs
If you are in need of tables, linens, or chairs for your prom night, the Dapper Design Team can 
help!  Select from a variety of unique tables and chairs as well as hundreds of linens to fit any style 
or theme.  The Dapper Design Team can help you with the coordination of rentals, delivery, and 
setup.

Custom Decorations
If you are looking for additional decor and decorations for your prom, the Dapper Design Team 
can help create custom pieces to bring your prom to life!  Whether it’s a custom backdrop, 
draped fabric, or a fixed structure, your prom is sure to stand out and impress your guests.



Fabric Draping
Want to add a dramatic effect to the ceiling or walls of the venue?  One of the most popular 
decorative features for a prom is draped fabric.  Fabric draping can be used to enhance or cover 
up and hide parts of the venue.  The fabrics vary in size, length, and color!  Choose the fabric that 
works best for the venue and fits with your theme! 

DJ Services
Music is the most important componenent of your prom night, so it is important to find a DJ that 
can entertain your guests and keep them dancing all night!  The Dapper Design Team will help 
you secure the perfect DJ that fits your style, stays within your budget and, most importantly, 
supports and follows your school and administration’s policies.  

Projection Mapping
Projection mapping is one of the lateest event technologies that can transform objects or physical 
spaces by projecting effects and images onto walls, floors, buildings, or even landscapes.  This is a 
great way to transport your guests into a new world for one night and will bring the ultimate 
wow-factor to your prom! 

Foam Cloud Machine
This machine allows you to create your own clouds that float away into the sky.  Choose the 
cloud shape to complement and enhance your prom theme!  The foam clouds are a 
combination of air, helium, and biodegradable bubbles.

Fireworks
Add a big bang to your night with fireworks!  Customize your firework show with a series of large 
and small, brilliantly-colored aerial shells to excite your guests.  Fireworks are sure to enhance 
your prom night and are a great way to celebrate prom royalty or end the evening!

Silent Disco
Create an unforgettably unique experience for your guests with a silent disco!  Guests wear 
wireless headpohnes and instantly transform the dancefloor (or anywhere throughout the venue) 
into a high energy party.  Your guests can select music from a variety of channels so all guests can 
enjoy the music they want to hear.

10Step 4 - Extras



Prom Royalty Bouquets
Give your prom royalty the royal treatment with a beautiful floral bouquet.  Choose from any 
number of options or let The Dapper Design Team create a custom arrangment for your royalty!

Garden
Extend the party beyond the dance floor with a beautiful garden area!  Shrubs, topiaries, hedges, 
and plants can transform any area both indoors and out.  Portifino lighting and a contemporary 
lounge are a perfect combination for a stunning garden area.

Custom Installation
Let the Dapper Design Team create a unique custom installation that will make your prom 
one-of-a-kind!  From suspended chandeliers to a fixed structure, the Dapper Design Team will 
create an installation for your prom that will wow your guests!
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Balloon Installation
What's a party without balloons?  Balloon are a fun way to incorporate color and enhance any 
venue.  Whether it's a balloon arch, column, or hanging installation, the color combinations are 
endless!  They are great for photo ops, grand entrances, or general decor.

Step & Repeat Backdrop
Give your guests the VIP treatment with a Step and Repeat photo backdrop.  You can 
customize the backdrop with your prom theme or school logo, making it a unique backdrop for 
your prom photos!

Prom Royalty Set
Don’t forget to make your prom court feel like royalty with crowns, tiaras, sashes, and scepters!  
With many styles and colors available, customize your royalty sets to coordinate with your prom 
theming.  



Confetti Blasters
Guests go crazy for confetti blasters.  Confetti blasters shoot confetti or streamers into the air so 
that it can slowly decend on the celebrating guests.  Like cryo effects, this is a great addition for 
prom royalty annoucements or for your DJ.

Custom Backdrop
Custom backdrops can help transport your guests into a new world for the night and can be 
designed to enhance your theme.  Backdrops can be used against a wall, behind the DJ, or on a 
stage and can be created to fit any size or space.  The design is up to you!

Cryo/CO2 Effects
Create dramatic and stunning visual effects with cryo/CO2 cannons!  Depending on the size of 
the guns or jets, plumes of CO2 can reach impressive heights.  They can be a great addition for 
prom royalty annoucements or for your DJ to use throughout the night to keep the party going.

12Step 4 - Extras

Missing Something?
Need additional items like centerpieces, up-lights, or more entertainment? You can add any 
of the items in this catalog to your prom package as an extra!  Looking for an item not listed 

above?  The Dapper Design Team can help you!  Contact Dapper today!

Tent
Tents are an elegant and chic addition to your prom and allow you to create your own venue 
almost anywhere!  There are a variety of tent sizes and shapes that can accomodate any number 
of guests.  Additionally, walls and flooring can be added to enclose the space.  



Contact Us!
Contact the Dapper Design Team today to learn more 

about how we can make your prom spectacular!

Collin Shepherd
Creative Director

Alex Wurth
Director of Events & Operations

info@dappereventdesign.com
859-513-0380
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